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1. Studying � Ori via Other Supergiants

Analyses of stellar photospheres tend to disregard the hromosphere and the impat it has upon

photospheri line pro�les, save for somewhat resigned statements that omputed line pro�les

never �t observed line ores `beause of hromospheri e�ets'. However, while the ontribution

of a hromosphere to the total ux may be small, it plays a vital role as the interfae between

the star and IS spae, as it is where the stellar wind originates. Moreover, those outermost

layers of a star are expeted to be turbulent, so assigning even a `representative' value to the

hromosphere will hardly be realisti. Understanding and modelling what the hromosphere

is atually like an provide some of the most valuable information about the way the star is

evolving and how it may be disarding mass, and any evidene that an o�er information in

those diretions may have fundamental signi�ane, partiularly in the ase of a ool supergiant.

The nearest we an get to understanding what the outermost regions of Betelgeuse itself may

be like, and how its wind is generated and expelled, is to examine other stars in a similar

ategory. Serious limitations still our, beause the number of ases in whih we an diretly

examine a ool-supergiant hromosphere is limited to just a handful|the elipsing systems of

the � Aurigae type. Three � Aur systems ontain late-K giants of luminosity lass Ib or II; all

three are bright, and all three have been well studied at di�erent elipses. All three present

strong evidene that a ool-giant hromosphere undergoes substantial hanges, on both long

and short time-sales.

2. Observing and Analysing Chromospheri Elipses

A hromospheri elipse o�ers a unique and extremely powerful tool for isolating and studying

a stellar hromosphere. First reognized in the ase of � Aur itself some 85 years ago, and

observed persistently in many of the elipses that have ourred sine, a hromospheri elipse

provides arguably the most dramati of spetrosopi phenomena that an be easily observed

at visible wavelengths. The typial � Aur binary is a detahed system ontaining a late-type

(super)giant primary plus a hot dwarf of type B or A; the period is neessarily fairly long|of

the order of years; � Aur itself has a period of 8/3 years, so only 1 elipse in 3 ours at a time

of year when the star is well plaed for observing. Of the other two bright systems (31 and 32

Cyg), 32 Cyg has a period of just over 3 years, while that of 31 Cyg is 10 years. These elipses

are therefore relatively rare events.

The elipse of most signi�ane here is the primary one, when the hot seondary (whih dom-

inates the UV ux) is oulted by the primary. When it is near to the limb of the giant it

shines through the giant's hromosphere; the hromosphere absorbs the seondary's ux sele-

tively, depending on the physial properties of its material in the line of sight, and adds its

own absorption lines to the observed spetrum. A ool supergiant's hromosphere an extend

well beyond its own radius, whih may be some 30 or 40 times that of the dwarf. As a general

approximation, the orbiting hot dwarf moves through a projeted distane orresponding to

its own diameter in one or two days. We an therefore resolve the hromosphere of the super-

giant quite �nely; observations at nightly intervals sample nearly fresh but ontiguous heights

in the hromosphere. Series of spetra during ingress and egress reveal if the hromosphere is

spherial, has even approximate symmetry, or is a onfusion of individual of louds.
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In the visible region, by far the rihest feature to monitor for information aout a star's hro-

mosphere is the Ca ii K line. Beause of the relatively high abundane of Ca and its low

I.P., alium is a dominant onstituent of the hromosphere, so hromospheri struture an

be traed to a signi�ant height by monitoring the K line. Close to the ool-giant's limb the

hromosphere is mainly just an extension of the photosphere, so the K line there is deep and

broad; at those phases lines of Fe i and Ti i are also visible as very narrow features. However,

if the line of sight to the hot star is more than �0.1 of the giant's radius from the giant's limb,

the only obvious signature of the hromosphere is the K line, and it is the behaviour of that

feature whih desribes well the onditions in the outermost regions of the hromosphere|and,

by extrapolation, possibly in those of � Ori too.

The three stars inluded in this study reveal evidene of inhomogeneity and motions in the

outer hromosphere that are markedly di�erent, not just from star to star but also from elipse

to elipse in the same system. In 31 Cyg, where the elipse trajetory is at a latitude of

nearly 60

o

on the supergiant primary, the outer hromosphere is haraterized by large louds

of gas that split, diverge, and move rapidly through the line of sight. In 32 Cyg the piture

is interestingly di�erent beause the elipse is grazing, so spetra e�etively sample the `polar

plumes'. In � Aur the K line in the outer hromosphere also shows evidene of ativity, but

of a strangely restrained kind. Aording to simbad all three supergiants have similar spetral

lassi�ations: K2 II (31 Cyg), K3 Ib-II (32 Cyg) and K4-5 II (� Aur), but the hromospheres

whih atmospheri elipses probe do not reet very muh similarity. The advantage of that

diversity in the present ontext is to o�er evidene of a broad range of onditions, any or all of

whih an be relevant to � Ori.

Series of spetra of the K-line region have been observed with the DAO's 1.2-m oud�e spe-

trograph during elipse ingress and egress of those three systems whenever possible during the

past 15 or so years. Seleted series of elipse spetra were shown during the Workshop to help

explain the presentation; one of those is reprodued here (Figure 1) by way of illustration; many

of the others are to be published in due ourse. The rihness of eah series has depended both

on alloations of observing time and on the position of the star in the sky at orresponding

dates (as well as on the vagaries of the DAO weather). Thus, while it is ertainly important to

monitor eah binary through ingress and egress of the same elipse event, in pratie the most

useful sets of � Aur spetra were obtained in late August and September, but for egress only.

The DAO plate arhive ontains numerous photographi spetra of past elipses, though their

observers tended to restrit their monitoring to dates near to onjuntion, and to be unaware

of the astrophysial signi�ane of spetra at phases that are a little more removed.

3. Monitoring a Chromospheri Elipse

The observed spetra of these binary systems neessarily inlude the photospheri spetra of

both stellar omponents, with hromospheri features overlaid, and they annot easily be stud-

ied quantitatively in suh omposite form. However, the spetrum of the respetive ool giant

an be obtained by observing the system during total elipse, and when we subtrat that from

eah omposite spetrum observed during a hromospheri-elipse phase we isolate the spe-

trum of the hot omponent, together with the features originating in the hromosphere. Sine

the hot star in eah of these three systems is early- or mid-B type it has only a vestigial K

line of its own, and is otherwise nearly featureless in the K-line region. Spetrum separation is

therefore e�etive for extrating the hromospheri K line leanly during ingress or egress.
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Figure 1: The hromospheri K line in 31 Cyg during ingress (left) and egress (right) of

the 2003 elipse. `Days' measures the interval of eah observation from mid-elipse; dR

gives the distane from the supergiant's limb, as a fration of the latter's radius. The

diretion of time is opposite in the two plots, in order to range the two series at roughly

orresponding heights.

(a) 31 Cyg

The period of 31 Cyg is 10.35 years. The latest elipse (and the �rst to be monitored at the DAO

with CCD spetrosopy) was in 2003; data for all earlier ones are photographi. Rih overage

of the 2003 event revealed interesting di�erenes in the properties of the hromospheri material

between ingress and egress: see Figure 1. Most `ativity', as measured in terms of the number

of independent moving louds and their respetive veloities, seems to have been onentrated

at heights between about 0.2 and 0.8 R

1

above the supergiant's limb, R

1

being the supergiant's

radius. Isolated louds travelled at veloities of some 30 to 60 km s

�1

past one another, while an

oasional one low in the hromosphere moved at 100 km s

�1

and another at 45 km s

�1

(relative

to the supergiant), but in ingress only. The fat that the features only persisted for one or two

days and then vanished demonstrates that the loud diameters were not muh larger than that

of the B star itself. During egress a omplex set of louds was mapped at heights of �0.4 to

0.5 R

1

, the most extreme travelling at a radial veloity of +56 kms

�1

. At greater heights, that

same loud beame a more persistent feature, with a veloity that dwindled to �23 km s

�1

at

a height of �0.9 R

1

. Its relative longevity suggests a loud with a muh larger struture than
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was seen at smaller heights, and ould perhaps represent the top of a fountain of material that

was pouring bak onto the photosphere. Most of the other louds enountered showed little

systemati behaviour, their veloities ranging at random and their sizes (as suggested by their

brief appearanes on single or only two adjaent days) often smaller than the B-star radius.

The turbulene was not seen at heights muh above 1 R

1

, at least in the Ca ii K line, but that

does not imply that it ended there, as the dominant ionization state of Ca may be Ca iii where

the atmosphere is suÆiently rare�ed.

(b) 32 Cyg

The orbital period of 32 Cyg is 3.14 years, so the dates of elipse slowly migrate round the

seasons. Series of spetra were obtained in 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012. The 2003 and 2006

series showed numerous small louds, some initially moving with veloities of 100 km s

�1

or

more and traeable through several days as they desribed fountains, hanging from upows to

downows. The degree of random turbulene and veloity extremes was more marked in 32 Cyg

than in 31 Cyg. However, in 2009 the ativity was substantially less random, while in 2012

hardly any individual louds were seen at all, the piture being one of steady, uniform growth

and deline throughout both ingress and egress. When the randomness dereased, as in 2009

and 2012, the prime hromospheri feature appeared to be stronger than in previous elipses.

The reason for the hange from intense lumpiness to an orderly smoothness may be related to

the fat that an elipse in 32 Cyg is grazing, so the B star samples the material at the pole of

the giant star. If the distribution of hromospheri material and its degree of ativity is related

to magneti ativity, as in the ase of the Sun, we might infer that 32 Cyg is urrently at `spot

minimum', ompared to the raised magneti ativity that it was experiening in 2003 and 2006.

The inreased strength of the prime hromospheri omponent in 32 Cyg would orrespond

to the smooth sheet-like `wings' that haraterize the solar orona at sunspot minimum, and

the mass of smaller individual louds seen at the two earlier elipses would orrespond to the

large number of small streamers seen during sunspot maximum. The hallenge now is to obtain

other elipse series (the histori photographi spetra at the DAO are urrently being digitized)

in order to look for a yli variation in the level of hromospheri ativity in this system;

yli hanges, if they our, will ontain valuable information regarding magneti fores on the

surfae of the supergiant.

() � Aur

The orbital period of � Aur is lose to 2.67 years, and elipses are loked in an 8-year pattern

with just a 5.5-day migration round the alendar. One elipse urrently ours in November,

when the star an in priniple be monitored well in both ingress and egress but winter observing

is also at the mery of the loal weather. The other elipses urrently our in Marh and July,

so eah an only be monitored in either ingress or egress but not both. In onsequene, the

series of spetra to hand provide exellent over in some respets but are rather pathy in

others. Aording to its spetral type the primary of � Aur is nearest in T

e�

to � Ori, and only

32 Cyg is suggested (by simbad) as being more luminous than � Aur, yet the hromosphere

of � Aur is muh less turbulent than in the other two ases. The hot dwarf is of suÆiently

late-B type to have its own K line, though it is only a small feature, and the only evidene of

louds or lumps ours around heights of �0.75 to 1 R

1

, when the K line sometimes splits

into two. The veloity separation between those two K-line omponents is suÆient to displae

the hromospheri line ompletely from that of the B-star's photosphere, but between 1998 and
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2011 (the events monitored with DAO CCD spetra) there has been an almost total lak of any

satellite features that were muh more displaed in veloity. For pratial reasons more series

have been observed in egress than in ingress, but so far the splitting of the K line has only

been observed in egress, never in ingress. Moreover, the size of the split, in terms of veloity,

is uriously regular: the width of the split does not vary|the omponents do not merge or

widen, and as the phases pass one omponent simply grows or fades. One interpretation is that

the hromosphere onsists of fountains whose ontents rise and fall bak in a well-onstrained

manner, and that there is abundant empty spae between them. The fountains themselves

will be randomly spaed, or our at random intervals, and if there is no fountain along the

projeted elipse trajetory at the ritial moment then a series of elipse spetra will not reord

any extra absorption.

4. In Summary

What information an this evidene o�er as regards the outer struture and wind of Betelgeuse?

It shows that K-supergiant hromospheres an be extremely turbulent, are likely to ontain

disrete, isolated and possibly randomly moving louds of material, and that the region of the

hromosphere up to about 1 stellar radius above the limb an ontain as muh empty spae as

hromospheri material. The hromosphere may be inuened by varying magneti �elds on

the stellar surfae (as evidened by ylial `spot' formations), and may vary in both density

and extent as a result. The piture thus emerging is one of almost in�nite possibilities, but it

seems likely that the mehanisms for wind generation, whih may be inferred from the above

evidene in the ase of di�erent late-K supergiants, will be present in an M supergiant as well.
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